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Abstract—This paper presents a method to evaluate harmonic
distortion due to space vector-based pulse-width modulation
(PWM) strategies for ac drives. The proposed method is general
enough to deal with division of zero vector time as well as division
of active vector time within a subcycle. The method is based on
the notion of stator flux ripple, which is a measure of line current
ripple. Expressions for RMS ripple over a subcycle are derived
for six switching sequences in terms of magnitude and angle of the
reference vector, and subcycle duration. The sequences considered
include those involving division of active vector time within a
subcycle. Further, analytical closed form expressions are derived
for the total RMS harmonic distortion factor corresponding to
six space vector-based synchronized PWM strategies, proposed
recently, for high power drives. The square of the distortion factor
turns out to be a quadratic polynomial in modulation index ( ),
and the coefficients differ with PWM strategies and pulse numbers. These expressions are validated through Fourier analysis as
well as experimental measurements. The concept of stator flux
ripple provides insight into current ripple as well as torque ripple
corresponding to different sequences and strategies.

FTJ and DFS methods of analysis [2]–[5]. Effects of dead-time
[6] and interleaving of converters [7] on the harmonic characteristics have also been studied using the DFS method.
While the emphasis in the above studies has been on the calculation of individual frequency components, it is convenient
to compare two PWM techniques based on the overall quality
of motor current waveform rather than the individual voltage
harmonic components produced by them. The total harmonic
is a
distortion factor of the no-load current waveform
widely used measure for the quality of waveform generated [1],
[8].
is defined by (1), where and are the RMS values
of the fundamental and the nth harmonic components, respectively, of the no-load current

Index Terms—Harmonic analysis, harmonic distortion, induction motor drives, inverters, pulse width modulation (PWM), space
vector, stator flux ripple, switching sequence, time domain analysis, vectors.

The weighted total harmonic distortion factor of the line voltage
is equivalent to
, and is independent of the motor
is defined by (2), where
and
are
parameters [1].
the RMS values of the fundamental and th harmonic components, respectively, of the line-line voltage

(1)

I. INTRODUCTION

A

NALYSIS of the spectral properties of the waveforms produced is an important aspect in the evaluation of pulsewidth modulation (PWM) techniques for voltage source inverter
fed drives [1]. Fourier analysis can be used to determine the
spectral components of any periodic waveform. When the waveform under consideration is discontinuous, Fourier theory of
jumps (FTJ) can be employed, which substitutes summation
for integration in the calculation of Fourier coefficients. This
method is particularly useful in spectral analysis of PWM waveforms [2]. Since carrier-based PWM techniques essentially involve modulation of a low frequency signal with a high frequency carrier, double Fourier series (DFS) method can be used
to determine the harmonic components of such PWM waveforms [3]–[5]. Closed form expressions for harmonic components produced by PWM techniques such as sine-triangle PWM
and conventional space vector PWM have been derived using
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(2)
The harmonic components of the applied voltage waveform
can be determined using any one of the above frequency docalculated thereby. Alternatively,
main methods, and
the quality of current waveform can be directly determined by
integrating the error voltage (time domain analysis), instead
of having to calculate the individual voltage harmonic components, and thereby, the harmonic distortion factor [9]–[13].
This paper presents such a time-domain method of analysis for
space vector-based PWM techniques. The proposed method
involves estimation of current ripple at a subcycle level, which
is subsequently integrated/summed up over a fundamental
cycle.
Division of zero vector time between the two zero states in
a subcycle has primarily been the focus of research on space
vector PWM techniques [1], [9]–[13]. This is equivalent to
addition of common mode voltages to the three-phase modulating waves in the triangle-comparison approach [12], [13].
The active vector times can also be divided within a sub-cycle
[14]–[16]. However, this is possible only with the space vector
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Fig. 1. Voltage vectors produced by a voltage source inverter. I, II, III, IV, V,
angle of R-phase fundamental voltage.
and VI are sectors. 

=

approach, and not with the triangle-comparison approach [14],
[15]. The existing methods of analysis are applicable only for
division of zero vector time. This paper presents a generalized
method of analysis, based on the notion of stator flux ripple,
which is applicable for division of active vector time as well.
Novel space vector-based synchronized PWM strategies,
which exploit the flexibilities offered by the space vector approach such as division of active state time, multiple switchings
of a phase, and unequal numbers of switchings of the three
phases in a subcycle, have been reported recently [15], [16].
These strategies improve the performance of high power drives
operating at low switching frequencies [15], [16]. Closed form
expressions are derived for the harmonic distortion due to these
synchronized PWM strategies for different pulse numbers
using the concept of stator flux ripple. The values of harmonic
distortion, obtained from these closed form expressions, are
validated through Fourier analysis as well as experimental
measurements. The experimental setup comprises of an INTEL
80C196KB based digital controller, and a 5 kVA IGBT inverter
fed 3-kW, 200-V, 50-Hz, three-phase induction motor drive.
II. STATOR FLUX RIPPLE OVER A SUBCYCLE
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Fig. 2. Types of bus-clamping (a) 60 clamp and (b) 30 clamp.

equally divided between the two zero states 0 and
have
7 in a subcycle. Clamping sequences 012, 210, 721, and 127
use only one zero state [1], [9]–[13]. Novel sequences 0121,
1210, 7212 or 2127, with either or divided into two equal
halves, can also be used to generate any arbitrary reference
vector [14]–[16]. For a reference vector along active vector 1
), boundary sequence 010 or 101, with either
(i.e.,
or
divided into two equal halves, can be used [14]–[16].
In bus-clamping PWM, zero states 0 and 7 are used alternately over every sixth of the fundamental cycle. Usually, the
zero state is changed at the middle of every sector as shown
in Fig. 2. The choice of zero state results in two types of bus
clamping, namely 60 clamp and 30 clamp. These are illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively [15], [16].
B. Instantaneous Error Voltage Vector
At any arbitrary instant in a subcycle, there is an error
between the applied voltage vector and the reference vector.
The instantaneous error voltage vectors in the synchronously
revolving – reference frame corresponding to the active
vector 1, the active vector 2 and the zero vector are given in
(4a)

The voltage vectors produced by an inverter are shown in
Fig. 1. The vectors are normalized with respect to the dc bus
voltage
. For a reference vector of magnitude
(normalized with respect to
) and angle in sector I (see Fig. 1),
the active vector 1, the active vector 2 and the zero vector are applied for durations , and , respectively, within the given
subcycle
as given by [1]

(4b)
(4c)
The corresponding error volt-seconds are given by (5a)–(5c),
respectively. Note that the expressions in (5a)–(5c) sum up to
zero, indicating balance between applied volt-seconds and reference volt-seconds over a subcycle

(3)
(5a)
A. Switching Sequences
Different switching sequences can be employed to generate a
given reference vector. Conventional sequences 0127 and 7210

(5b)
(5c)
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(6b)
(6c)
The mean square ripple over a subcycle for 0127 can be calculated as shown in
(7a)

Fig. 3. Stator flux ripple vector over a subcycle and its components along
q -axis and d-axis corresponding to sequences (a) 0127, (b) 012, (c) 721,
(d) 0121, (e) 7212, and (f) 010.

C. Stator Flux Ripple Vector
The time integral of the error voltage vector is termed as
“stator flux ripple vector,” which is a measure of the ripple current in the motor. Fig. 3 shows the stator flux ripple vector over
a subcycle for six sequences for a given reference vector. The
corresponding -axis ripple and -axis ripple are also shown.
D. RMS Ripple Over a Subcycle
The RMS ripple over a subcycle corresponding to a sequence
is denoted by
, where
0127, 012, 721, 0121,
7212, or 010. Fig. 3(a) shows the stator flux ripple over a subcycle for sequence 0127. The -axis ripple
and -axis
ripple
for 0127 are given by (6), where , ,
,
and are as defined in (5)

(6a)

(7b)

For 0127, the three switching instants divide the subcycle
into four intervals, termed here as “switching intervals.” The
first four terms in the RHS of (7b) correspond to -axis
ripple during the four switching intervals. The last two terms
correspond to -axis ripple during the middle two intervals.
(The -axis ripple is zero during the first and the last intervals.) The ripple components vary linearly with time over
any switching interval. Hence, the integrand in every term
is parabolic or quadratic in time. Therefore, every integral
can be conveniently evaluated using the geometric rules for
calculating area under parabolic sections. For instance, the
initial and final values of -axis ripple during the second
and
, respectively, and the
interval are
interval is of duration . The integral in the second term equals
.
This rule helps in evaluating the mean square ripple for 0127
easily as shown in (8a) in Table I.
in (8a) can be obtained diNote that the expression for
rectly from Fig. 3(a) using the switching intervals and the values
of -axis and -axis ripple at the switching instants. Similarly,
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TABLE I
RMS RIPPLE OVER A SUBCYCLE IN TERMS OF Q , Q , Q

TABLE II
RMS RIPPLE OVER A SUBCYCLE IN TERMS OF V

See Table III for C

and C

,

AND

T

.

the expressions for
,
,
,
,
and
can also be arrived at from Fig. 3(b)–(f), respectively. These expressions are shown in (8b)–(8f), respectively, in Table I.
and
The expressions (8a)–(8f) are all in terms of , ,
. Substituting for these quantities from (5) and for ,
and
from (3) gives the final expressions for RMS ripple corresponding to the different sequences as shown in (9) in Table II.
Equation (9a) shows the final expression for RMS ripple for
,
,
, and
are of
0127. The expressions for
is the simthe form shown in (9b). The expression for
plest as shown in (9c). For every sequence, the RMS ripple is
. Besides,
is a polynomial in
proportional to
as shown. Except for 010, the coefficients of
and
are trigonometric functions of , denoted by
and
, respectively. These coefficients are different for different sequences as tabulated in Table III.
in
and
does
Replacing by
and
not change their respective values. Thus, for given
, sequence 0127 produces equal RMS ripple at spatial an. Also,
,
gles and
and
. Similarly,
, and
. Thus,
and , the RMS ripple produced by sequence
for given
.
012 at equals that produced by sequence 721 at

AND
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D

Similarly, the RMS ripple produced by sequence 0121 at is
. Substituequal to that produced by sequence 7212 at
in the expression for
gives the expression
tion of
for
.
Expression for RMS ripple can be derived along similar lines
in 0127, and unequal division of acfor unequal division of
tive vector times in 0121 and 7212. It may be noted that more
sequences involving division of active vector times are possible.
Similar analysis can be carried out for such sequences also.
In the previous works, RMS ripple over a subcycle is expressed in terms of duty ratios of the three phases or of the four
inverter states (two active states and two zero states) [9]–[13].
When multiple switching of a phase or division of active vector
time within a subcycle is employed, more than one sequence
can lead to the same three-phase duty ratio but different values
of RMS ripple over a subcycle. For instance, sequences 012 and
0121 have the same set of duty ratios [14], but result in different values of RMS ripple over a subcycle for a given reference
vector. It is more general to express the RMS ripple in terms of
the switching instants and the values of flux ripple at these in, and
.
stants. All these quantities are functions of
Hence the RMS ripple over a subcycle gets expressed in terms
, and . This facilitates quick comparison of RMS
of
ripple due to different sequences for a given reference vector.
E. THD and Torque Pulsation
The proposed method of analysis is capable of estimating
-axis flux ripple and -axis flux ripple individually. THD of
the motor current waveform is equally affected by -axis ripple
and -axis ripple. On the other hand, torque pulsation mainly depends on -axis ripple, and is practically independent of -axis
ripple [17]. Thus, reduction in -axis ripple signifies reduction
in both THD and torque pulsation, while reduction in -axis
ripple implies reduction in THD only.
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TABLE III
COEFFICIENTS C
AND C

TABLE IV
SPACE VECTOR-BASED SYNCHRONIZED PWM STRATEGIES

The peak -axis ripple is equal for sequences 012 and 721
as seen from Fig. 3(b) and (c). For
, the -axis ripple
drops sharply soon after it reaches its peak in case of 012 [see
Fig. 3(b)], while it remains close to its peak for duration
in
case of 721 [see Fig. 3(c)]. Thus, sequence 721 results in higher
-axis RMS ripple for
. But the RMS -axis ripple is
equal for both sequences as seen from Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). Hence,
from the foregoing discussion, 60 clamp leads to higher THD

TABLE V
CONDITIONS FOR WAVEFORM SYMMETRIES IN SECTOR I



= 120

corresponds to center of sector I, 0 <  < 30
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TABLE VI
DERIVATION OF ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION FOR HARMONIC DISTORTION—BBCS-I,
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N =5, P =9

TABLE VII
ANALYTICAL CLOSED-FORM EXPRESSIONS FOR HARMONIC DISTORTION

than 30 clamp as reported [1], [12], [13]. Further, it must also
be expected to result in higher torque pulsation.
For a given average switching frequency, the sampling frequency can be higher when sequences 012 and 721 are employed. The subcycle duration for 012 and 721 can be two thirds
that of the other sequences as they have only two switchings
per subcycle instead of three. Due to shorter subcycle duration,
, and the peak -axis
the peak -axis ripple reduces to
ripple to
. While the reduced peak -axis ripple is less
than that for 0127
, the reduced -axis peak ripple is still
higher than that for 0127
. Thus, the RMS -axis ripple
for 012 and 721 is less than that for 0127, while the RMS -axis
ripple is higher than that for 0127. At higher modulation indices,
where the -axis ripple dominates, there is an overall reduction
in ripple; but the -axis ripple increases in the whole range of
modulation. Thus, the reported reduction in THD at high modulation indices due to bus-clamping PWM over conventional
space vector PWM [1], [12], [13] is accompanied by an increase
in torque pulsation, however moderate, due to increase in the
-axis ripple.
While methods such as Fourier analysis can only predict the
relative values of THD for different PWM techniques, the pro-

Fig. 4. Total RMS harmonic distortion factor for different strategies:
(a) CSVS, (b) BBCS-I, (c) BSS-I, and (d) AZCS, (e) BBCS-II and (f) BSS-II.
Curves with “o” are calculated analytically using stator flux ripple. Curves with
“ ” are computed using Fourier analysis.

+

posed method of analysis can also predict the relative values of
torque pulsation.
III. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR HARMONIC DISTORTION
Closed-form expressions for harmonic distortion are derived and validated for six space vector-based synchronized
PWM strategies—conventional space vector strategy (CSVS),
basic bus clamping strategy-I (BBCS-I), boundary sampling
strategy-I (BSS-I), asymmetric zero-changing strategy (AZCS),
basic bus clamping strategy-II (BBCS-II), and boundary sampling strategy-II (BSS-II)—proposed recently [15], [16].
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Fig. 5. Comparison of performances of different strategies at
no-load current.

Fig. 6. Comparison of performances of different strategies at
no-load current.
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P =15; (a) Analytically evaluated harmonic distortion factor, F

and (b) measured

THD of

P =17: (a) analytically evaluated harmonic distortion factor, F

and (b) measured

THD of

In the space vector domain, synchronized three-phase PWM
waveforms can be defined in terms of i) number of samples of
the reference vector per sector
, ii) positions of samples in
every sector, and iii) switching sequences used for every sample
in a given sector [15]. The values of , sample positions and
the sequences used in sector I for the six synchronized PWM
strategies are shown in Table IV. All strategies, except AZCS,
fully satisfy the conditions for symmetries given in Table V.
In AZCS, the symmetry conditions are satisfied in all but the
middle two subcycles in every sector, where the transitions between the active states are asymmetric as seen from Table IV.
This implies that the PWM waveforms generated by AZCS lack
quarter wave symmetry around the zero-crossings of the fundamental voltage, while preserving three-phase and half wave
symmetries [15].

A. Harmonic Distortion Factor
The total RMS harmonic distortion factor based on the stator
is defined as the RMS flux ripple over a
flux ripple
sector (or a fundamental cycle), normalized with respect to fundamental flux
as given in (10a). The expression for
is
given in (10b), where
is the fundamental frequency
(10a)
(10b)
B. Derivation and Validation of Analytical Expressions
is illusDerivation of the analytical expression for
trated in Table VI for BBCS-I with
for 60 clamp
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as well as 30 clamp. For 60 clamp,
assumes the
values of
,
,
,
, and
, respectively, in the
assumes the values
five subcycles. For 30 clamp,
of
,
,
,
, and
, respectively, in the
corresponding to
five subcycles. The expression
every subcycle in a sector is evaluated. The expressions corresponding to the five subcycles are summed up as shown in the
table to obtain the analytical expression for
in terms of
. The expression can be obtained in terms of modulation
using (11). Modulation index is defined here as the
index
ratio of the fundamental voltage generated to the fundamental
voltage corresponding to six-step operation
(11)
The analytical expressions for harmonic distortion
corresponding to the different strategies and different pulse
numbers are tabulated in Table VII. These expressions corresponding to CSVS, BBCS-I, BSS-I, AZCS, BBCS-II, and
BSS-II are shown plotted as lines with circles in Fig. 4(a)–(f),
respectively. Curves corresponding to CSVS and 60 clamp
are shown in solid lines, and those corresponding to 30 clamp
are shown in dashed lines. These curves tally well with the
weighted total harmonic distortion factor
of the line
voltage, shown in lines with crosses.
As seen from Fig. 4, the distortion factor generally decreases
at any given pulse number for any given
with increase in
strategy. For a given strategy and a given pulse number, the
number of subcycles per fundamental cycle is fixed. At lower
, the fundamental period is longer, and the subcycle duration
is also proportionately longer. The RMS ripple
increases with
as seen from (9). With the fundamental flux
remaining practically constant over the entire range of , the
distortion factor
increases with
as seen from (10).
Thus,
is higher at lower .
A comparison of the distortion characteristics of the various
strategies for a pulse number of nine, for example, shows that
the slope of the distortion curve is gentler in case of CSVS as
compared to bus-clamping strategies. CSVS uses conventional
sequences throughout. Boundary sequence can be regarded as
) for the
a special case of conventional sequence (when
purpose of current ripple or stator flux ripple. Though BSS-I
uses clamping sequences in general, it employs boundary sequence in one subcycle and conventional sequence in another
subcycle in every sector. The distortion curve of BSS-I is steeper
than that of CSVS. AZCS and BBCS-II do not employ conventional or boundary sequences, and their curves are the steepest.
The PWM strategies are implemented on a 3-kW, 200-V,
50-Hz, three-phase induction motor drive fed from a 5-kVA
IGBT inverter with an INTEL 80C196KB-based digital controller. Measurements of the total harmonic distortion factor
of the motor current are made under no-load. One cycle of the
measured no-load current waveform is used to calculate the
rms current and the rms value of the fundamental current, and

Fig. 7.

Comparison of performances of AZCS and BBCS-II.

to calculate
thereby. The experimental
value is
arrived at as the average of five such measurements in order to
reduce experimental errors.
Figs. 5 and 6 present a comparison of harmonic distortion due
to different PWM strategies at pulse numbers 15 and 17, respectively. The relative values of harmonic distortion corresponding
to different strategies, predicted by
[see Figs. 5(a) and
6(a)], tally well with the relative values of measured
[see
Figs. 5(b) and 6(b)].
Thus, the closed form expressions are validated through
Fourier analysis as well as measurements. The analysis is found
to be valid for pulse numbers
.
C. Superior Performance of AZCS
Despite lack of quarter wave symmetry as explained before,
AZCS performs best at the highest range of
as can be seen
from Figs. 4 and 6. Compared to BBCS-II, which maintains all
waveform symmetries, AZCS results in equal or less distortion
in the whole range of as shown in Fig. 7. Considering
,
the only difference between AZCS and BBCS-II as seen from
Table IV is that AZCS uses sequence 7212 and BBCS-II uses
721 in the second subcycle
. The flux ripple corresponding to sequences 7212 and 721 are shown in Fig. 3(e)
and (c), respectively. The difference in the RMS -axis ripple
for the two is not very significant. However, the peak and RMS
-axis ripple of the former are half the corresponding values of
the latter. Hence the current ripple due to AZCS is less than that
due to BBCS-II in this subcycle, while it is equal in all other
subcycles. The difference is significant at higher modulation indices where -axis ripple dominates.
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IV. CONCLUSION
A time-domain method of analysis, based on the notion of
stator flux ripple, is proposed to evaluate the harmonic distortion due to space vector-based PWM techniques. The analysis
involves evaluation of stator flux ripple at the subcycle level, and
its integration/summation over a fundamental cycle.
Analytical expressions are derived for the RMS ripple over
a subcycle corresponding to six switching sequences. The sequences considered include those involving division of active
vector time. The RMS ripple over a subcycle is expressed as
and angle
of the refa function of the magnitude
. These expreserence vector, and the subcycle duration
sions are used to derive analytical closed form expressions for
harmonic distortion due to six space vector-based synchronized
PWM strategies. The closed form expressions for harmonic distortion are validated through Fourier analysis and also through
experiments.
In addition to harmonic distortion, the proposed method is
also capable of comparing the torque pulsation in the motor
drive due to different PWM techniques. This method is general enough to handle division of zero vector time as well as
division of active vector time within a subcycle. Division of active vector time has recently been shown to be an additional
degree of freedom available in the space vector approach over
triangle-comparison approach to real-time PWM. This concept
has already proved useful in reducing the distortion in high
power drives operating with low switching frequencies. The
proposed method will be a useful analytical tool for further investigations on novel sequences, involving division of active
vector times, to reduce current ripple and torque ripple in drives
of various power levels.
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